Recent studies and statistics provided by the 1980 Census indicate a significant and increasing percentage of people in the United States now living as members of non-traditional. professional households. The economic and social conditions which have produced this trend also suggest changes in the form of housing that we build. Currently. a need has risen for urban housing which reflects the needs of these households. Banholzer expands the loft concept so that the domestic activities occupy the entire upper floor which is treated as a loft space in itself. This large space is subdivided into more traditional spaces for living. dining and sleeping.
Material differientiation and composition of building elements further articulate the zoning within the units. Banholzer strengthens this separation by expressing the entry and office in the base of the building which consists of large cut stone. The house 0 East-West Section through site.
North-South Section through site.
contrasts this. and is composed of light materials: stucco. glass. and glassblock. Large tubular steel grids wrap each unit These align with the reveals inscribed in the stuccocovered walls and tie the units together. forming the urban face to Polk Street Griesemer uses concrete block and glazed tile to provide the base for the units and softens the transition from base to wall with foliage along the top edge. Separation of domestic functions is further emphasized through use of painted stucco walls. wood trellises. and a series of bay windows which ascend to a hip roof capping each of the 'tower-like' units.
As required by the program. each scheme provides one on-site parking :> EC T ft>N 8 5
space for each unit Each scheme also develops a dense packing layout allowing as many as fourteen units to be constructed on the corner site. Facade development and general characteristics of the units stem from the imagery of the surrounding housing and the highly diversified neighborhood. Each project provides an efficient living environment for a variety of users. yet retained the individuality necessary for each household. typical of San Francisco housing.
